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MSI Unveil Its New Lineup at COMPUTEX 2022 Online 

COMPUTEX DigitalGo+ CYBERWORLD virtual show

The best is yet to come: MSIology: Ahead of the Curve new laptops launch

[Taipei, Taiwan] COMPUTEX 2022 is set to kick off starting from May 24. In addition to the physical show, the 

hosts simultaneously hold 2 online exhibitions: COMPUTEX DigitalGo and COMPUTEX CYBERWORLD. Exhibitors 

and visitors are invited to participate both online and offline. This year, Taiwan’s largest tech expo will 

revolve around six core themes: Accelerating Intelligence, Connected X-Experience, Digital Resilience,

Innovative Computing, Sustainability, and Innovations & Startups.

The world-leading brand in gaming, content creation, and business & productivity, MSI, is ready to flex its 

muscles at the tech event. "We are proud to announce Titan GT77, the double winner of COMPUTEX 2022

Best Choice Golden Award and red dot 2022, along with other award-winning products that manifest MSI’s 

continuous innovation and dominance in gaming, content creation, and business & productivity lineups on 

a global scale, " says Sam Chern, MSI Marketing Vice President.

After the star-studded tech bonanza, MSI will launch a virtual event: MSIology: Ahead of the Curve, 

showcasing the latest 12th Gen Intel® HX CPU Gaming and Creator laptops on June 7 at 01:00 A.M. Taipei 

Time. Made for gamers and creators, the new series presents uncompromising performance and more. Stay 

tuned!

Here are eye-catching products MSI has to offer:

Titan GT77 gaming laptop

Winner of 2022 COMPUTEX Best Choice Golden Award and 

red dot, the flagship Titan GT77 features a perfect gaming 

desktop replacement that truly lives up to the name. The 

triumphant return of Titan GT77 unleashes the next level of 

performance, cooling as well as stunning features.

Check out MSIology: Ahead of the Curve for more details.



MAG Trident S 5M gaming desktop

The MAG Trident S 5M is a desktop dedicated to the cloud and mobile gaming. Unlike 

the traditional gaming desktop, MAG Trident S 5M is your best choice for a living room 

gaming PC. All gamers have to do is to activate MSI APP Player via the MSI’s exclusive 

Game Stadium software, plus a 30-day free XBOX GAME PASS ULTIMATE, you’re ready 

to sit on your couch and enjoy your favorite games with just one joystick. Furthermore, 

you can easily access cloud games and other entertainment software.

MAG Trident S 5M is equipped with a beefy AMD Ryzen™ 7 APU and its FidelityFXTM

Super Resolution technology, which can boost the number of game frames by 2.4 times 

in a stylish 2.6-liter compact size. Moreover, the motherboard comes with 2 sets of SSD 

PCIe Gen 3 slots and a 2.5-inch hard drive slot, granting players storage for more 

games and files.

Modern MD272 Series Monitor

The 2022 Best Choice Award & 2021 Red Dot Design 

Award Winner, the Modern MD272 series brings eye 

care & ergonomic environment for all users. With the 

Less Blue Light PRO and Anti-flicker technology, this 

monitor protects your eyes while maintaining vibrant 

colors. 

With user-friendly designs such as 4 way adjustable 

stand, tool-free design, Type-C display & 65W power delivery, two speakers, and the MSI’s Productivity 

Intelligence (P.I.) app that supports the KVM switch, the Modern MD272 has proved to be a critically-

acclaimed business monitor.

Modern AM242 & AM272 All-in-One PC

Featuring the MSI Cloud Center software, Modern 

AM242 and AM272 series AIO PC bring you a private 

cloud and help back up your files between the 

Android and IOS mobile devices and this series of 

AIO PCs. Just one click and MSI Cloud Center will 

automatically backup all of your photos and videos 

to the designated space within a secure intranet 

environment. 

More specs include the eye care technologies, built-

in FHD webcam, and the ergonomic stand with an IPS panel for an enhanced viewing experience. AM242 

and AM272 series AIO PC are designed with efficiency and productivity in mind.



GeForce RTXTM 3090 Ti SUPRIM X 24G graphics card

Based on the GeForce RTXTM 3090 Ti, the SUPRIM cards are crafted

for performance, efficiency, and prestige. Cooled with MSI’s TRI 

FROZR 2S system, heat is effectively dissipated from critical board 

components with TORX FAN 4.0, up to 8 Core Pipes, Airflow Control 

fins, and a copper base plate.

GeForce RTXTM 3090 Ti GAMING X TRIO 24G graphics card

The latest iteration of MSI’s iconic GAMING series once again shows

performance, low-noise efficiency, and aesthetics that hardcore 

gamers have recognized and trusted. Highlighting the excellent TRI 

FROZR 2 cooling system, making it possible to tame the power 

consumption of the beastly GeForce RTXTM 3090 Ti. On top of that, the 

TORX Fan 4.0 design with pairs of fan blades bound together with a 

linked outer ring that focuses airflow into the TRI FROZR 2. 

VIGOR GK71 SONIC gaming keyboard

The VIGOR GK71 SONIC is an esports-focused keyboard, stressing the 

world’s lightest linear mechanical switches, MSI SONIC RED, co-

developed by MSI and the professional switch maker, Kailh. 

Underlining its 35gf actuation force and a linear smooth feel for each 

keystroke, MSI’s proprietary switches offer seamless and 

instantaneous responses thus helping finger fatigue, bringing more 

comfort, and improving the ergonomics of your posture during 

gaming sessions.

SPATIUM M480 PCIe 4.0 NVMe M.2 2TB PLAY SSD

Packed with high-quality, high-density 3D NAND flash memory and 

compliance with PCIe 4.0, the SPATIUM M480 2TB PLAY SSD is capable of 

delivering read speed up to 7000MB/s. The sleek dual finish aluminum 

heatsink makes it a perfect match for storing PS5 games.



RadiX AXE6600 WiFi 6E TRI-BAND GAMING ROUTER

The RadiX AXE6600 WiFi 6E tri-band gaming router sports the latest WiFi 

technology to handle numerous bandwidth-intensive WiFi devices in a 

variety of home environments. The 7 high-speed channels on a low-

interference frequency band ensure incredible network performance 

with low latency for all connected devices including next-gen AR/VR 

home entertainment.

MSI @ COMPUTEX 2022 Online

COMPUTEX DigitalGo

Date: Tuesday, May 24 - Monday, June 06

Time: 10:00 AM - 10:00 PM (GMT +08:00)

Location： MSI@COMPUTEX DigitalGo

COMPUTEX CYBERWORLD

Starts now and 24/7

Location： MSI@COMPUTEX CYBERWORLD

MSIology: Ahead of the Curve

Date & Time: June 7, 01:00 AM TAIPEI (GMT +08:00)

June 6, 10:00 AM LOS ANGELES (GMT -07:00)

June 6, 06:00 PM LONDON (GMT +01:00)

Location： MSI YouTube

MSI: https://www.msi.com

MSI YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/MSIGamingGlobal

MSI Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/MSIGaming

MSI Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/MSIGaming

MSI Twitter: https://twitter.com/MSITweets

Subscribe to MSI RSS Feeds via https://www.msi.com/rss for real-time news and more product info.

About MSI

MSI is a world leader in gaming, content creation, business & productivity, and AIoT solutions. Bolstered by its cutting-

edge R&D capabilities and customer-driven innovation, MSI has a wide-ranging global presence spanning over 120 

countries. Its comprehensive lineup of laptops, graphics cards, monitors, motherboards, desktops, peripherals, servers, 
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IPCs, autonomous mobile robots, vehicle infotainment, and telematics systems are globally acclaimed. Committed to 

advancing user experiences through the finest product quality, intuitive user interface, and design aesthetics, MSI is a 

leading brand that shapes the future of technology. For more product information, please go to https://www.msi.com.

https://www.msi.com/

